Decameron Explorer stands out as a Destination Management Company with a successful history in the tourism industry in South and Central America with over 20 years of experience. Decameron Explorer is your local on site partner to operate and supervise the successful outcome for services rendered to individuals, incentive groups, tour-operator services, conventions, V.I.P. services, charter flights, tailor-made programs, transportation services. Decameron Explorer is the direct link to the best chain of All-Inclusive Hotels and Resorts of Central and South America, Decameron Hotels. Decameron Explorer offers the best programs in each destination including excellent options in transport and tour guide services in the most convenient category and budget for each client.

At the airport in each destination, Decameron Explorer has its own-operated offices where dedicated personnel welcome the arriving passengers with special permits to enter the international dock, immigration and customs areas. Thanks to this infrastructure, Decameron Explorer, with the support of professional tour guides, can organize group baggage identification to speed up the process of distribution to hotel rooms and manage pre-registrations in order to expedite the check-in process at the hotels.

Currently Decameron Explorer has offices in Panamá, El Salvador, Ecuador, Colombia, Haïti and Peru. Among the personnel who work for Decameron Explorer there are professionals experienced in groups, incentives and conventions management, who are always available starting at the quote through to its execution.

SERVICES

Among the services, Decameron Explorer (DMC) offers:
- Commercial airline reservations and sale.
- Charter flight management and logistics.
- Transfers of individuals and private groups.
- Eco-touristic, cultural, historical, adventure, fishing and scuba diving excursions.
- Roundtrip programs in Panamá (in combination with San Blas, Bocas del Toro, Darién jungle and Chiriquí highlands).
- El Salvador (encompassing the Mayan World including Guatemala and Honduras).
- Ecuador (the breathtaking Galápagos islands, historical and colonial Cuenca, Guayaquil, Quito).
- Peru (in combination with Lima, Punta Sal, enchanting Cusco, magical Machu Picchu, Trujillo, Chiclayo and Chachapoyas) and Colombia (with the Caribbean in destinations such as San Andrés and Providence Islands, the unequaled and historic Cartagena, the Panaca Theme Hotel and the exotic Amazon).

- Specialty programs for groups, incentives and conventions (personalized for each client) with options for lodging, meals, transfers, entertainment, water sports, etc.
- Educational Programs Decameron Es-Cool.
- Give Back community programs.
- Personalized service at each Sales and Hospitality counter 7 days a week.

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

A complete fleet of vehicles, boats and planes assure excellent service in all our excursions, eco-tours and transfers.

HUMAN RESOURCES

We offer a team of organizers, coordinators and professional guides with more than 10 years of experience in handling cruises and charters, who can direct tours to the most interesting places in each country, with fluency in several languages (Spanish, English, German, Italian, Portuguese, French, Russian).

HACCP HEALTH & SAFETY PROGRAM

Decameron Explorer actively participates in Health & Safety programs. A team of Health & Safety Coordinators, trained to achieve the standards and regulations on Food Safety are INCLUDED in Decameron Explorer’s staff. HACCP is a food handling and operating approach that promotes food safety by identifying food hazards and applying and monitoring appropriate control measures at points, critical to safety, reducing the risk of food associated illness in guests, and thereby reducing the number of claims. This team audits all tours and restaurants included in Decameron Explorer’s portfolio, providing basic health & safety procedures training to our food & beverages suppliers.
San Andres, Providencia & Santa Catalina, the paradisiacal Islands of the Caribbean, also form part of the destinations offered by Decameron Explorer.

The beaches of San Andres are unique, with crystal clear waters, white sands and shadows cast by coconut trees adorn the landscape which invites the visitor to come back to this destination of sun and beach.
Enjoy a day on the beaches of nearby cays, Johnny Cay and Aquarium. This activity begins with visiting Johnny Cay to then move to Aquarium Cay at about 12 noon, where you will relish in the Sea of Seven Colors.

Tour departure depends on these conditions:

Minimum: 2 pax · Maximum: 50 pax · Duration: Approx. 4 hours.
Frequency: Every day. Restrictions due to weather conditions apply.
Includes: transportation on a boat, ecological tax, a refreshing beverage on Johnny Cay.
It does not include: Ground transportation, snorkeling equipment or unspecified services. Restrictions due to weather conditions apply. · Height: No restriction.
Meeting Point: Assigned marina · Meeting Time: As of 08:30 (exact time specified on the service order).
Important: Restrictions apply depending on passengers’ capacity for mobility. For groups over 50 people, please contact us. The activity ends at about 13:00.
If visiting Johnny Cay is not possible because it is closed, the activity will be as follows: *Transportation to Aquarium.

*TRANSPORTATION TO AQUARIUM

Includes: transportation on a boat, visit to Aquarium and Haines Cay, includes 1 refreshing beverage, Tour Bahía, Manta Ray observation and a trip to the edges of mangrove areas.
It does not include: Ground transportation, snorkeling equipment or unspecified services. Restrictions due to weather conditions apply. · Height: No restriction.
Note: Optional activity in the event the offered tour cannot be provided.
Applies for sale to groups as of 15 people.
Restrictions apply depending on passengers’ capacity for mobility.
Important: For the tours to the cays in all their versions above, please take into account that restrictions apply due to weather conditions as established by the competent authority, which is the Port Authority, in order to ensure passengers’ safety.
Enjoy a day at the beach in the nearby keys, Johnny Cay, Haines Cay + Aquarium. This activity begins with a visit to Haines Cay + Aquarium where you can enjoy the natural beauty of these small islands visiting the natural aquarium; also enjoy a trip near to the mangroves and through the San Andrés internal bay. First part of the tour that ends at noon. Return to San Andrés to have lunch at their hotels.

At 2:15 p.m., meet at the pier to leave for Johnny Cay, beach, breeze, and sea. Take an ecological walk around the islet and observe the iguanas that inhabit the place, main hosts of the natural park. Return to San Andrés between 4:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Tour departure depends on these conditions:

Minimum: 2 pax · Maximum: 50 pax · Duration: Approx. 4 hours.  
Frequency: Every day. Restrictions due to weather conditions apply. 
Includes: Transportation on a boat, ecological tax, a refreshing beverage on Johnny Cay.  
It does not include: Ground transportation, snorkeling equipment or unspecified services. Restrictions due to weather conditions apply. · Height: No restriction.  
Meeting Point: Assigned marina · Meeting Time: As of 08:30 (exact time specified on the service order).  
Important: Restrictions apply depending on passengers' capacity for mobility. For groups over 50 people, please contact us. The activity ends at about 13:00. If visiting Johnny Cay is not possible because it is closed, the activity will be as follows: *Aquarium Premium.

*AQUARIUM PREMIUM

Includes: Transportation on a boat, visit to Aquarium and Haines Cay in the morning, Tour Bahia, Mangroves and Manta Ray observation in the afternoon, a complementary beverage and 3 refreshing beverages (2 in the morning, 1 in the afternoon), a trip for Manta Ray observation, the mangrove area and the inner bay.  
It does not include: Ground transportation, snorkeling equipment or unspecified services. Restrictions due to weather conditions apply. · Height: No restriction.  
Note: Optional activity in the event the offered tour cannot be provided. Applies for sale to groups as of 15 people. Restrictions apply depending on passengers' capacity for mobility.  
Important: For the tours to the cays in all their versions above, please take into account that restrictions apply due to weather conditions as established by the competent authority, which is the Port Authority, in order to ensure passengers' safety.
A tour around the Island with an accompanying guide. The first stop is at Creole Center, where you will have the opportunity to take pictures and purchase souvenirs, in addition to a visit to the Lookout on the hill and Casa Museo Isleña, all aboard a small bus with air conditioning.

Tour departure depends on these conditions:

Minimum: 2 pax · Maximum: 30 pax
Duration: approx. 2.5 hours
Frequency: Every day.
Includes: A tour on a small bus, accompanying guide and access to the visited sites.
It does not include: unspecified expenses or services.
Height: No restriction.
Meeting Point: Hotel Lobbies: Maryland, Isleño, Sunrise, Marazul, Sea Horse, Cocoplum, Isla Bonita, San Luis Village and Decameron San Luis.
Meeting point for passengers in Hotels other than those listed above: Heladería Seven Colours, by the Miss Celia restaurant or at the hotel from the list closest to your lodging.
Meeting Time: As of 09:00 (exact time specified on the service order).
Important: Restrictions apply depending on passengers’ capacity for mobility. For groups over 30 people, please contact us.
A complete tour with guide-companion, which offers the unparalleled opportunity to know a different San Andrés, starting with a visit to the First Baptist Church, Island House Museum, Naval Exhibition “Persistence Museum”, bathing stop in the San Luis Beaches, to end this diverse tour. Sites may vary. Open bar of national drinks from the first stop, aboard an air-conditioned minibus (according to the availability and number of passengers).

Tour departure depends on these conditions:

Minimum: 2 pax · Maximum: 30 pax
Duration: 3.5 horas aprox.
Frequency: Everyday.
Includes: Tour by minibus or party bus (chiva), guide-companion, entrance to visited sites, national drinks and snack.
It does not include: Expenses or services not specified.
Height: Unrestricted.
Meeting Point: Lobby Hotels: Maryland, Isla, Sunrise, Marazul, Sea Horse, Cocoplum, Isla Bonita, San Luis Village, Decameron San Luis. Meeting point for passengers in hotels other than the previous list: Seven Colors Ice Cream Parlor, next to the Miss Celia Restaurant (Between 1:40 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.).
Meeting Time: From 1:30 p.m. (exact time specified in the service order).
Important: Restrictions apply depending on the passenger’s mobility capacity.
ISLAND SAFARI

This marvelous tour begins with a visit to the Botanical Garden. Then, you can appreciate all the various plant and tree species in addition to watching local birds.

Climbing up to the Garden’s lookout provides a unique 360 degree view of the Island. Continuing our safari, we will head to a Native Farm or the Fresh Water Lake to observe the islanders’ rural life and see a different perspective of the Archipelago. To finish the tour, we will stop at the Island’s southern beaches for the dip in the ocean.

---

Tour departure depends on these conditions:

- **Minimum:** 2 pax · **Maximum:** 30 pax
- **Duration:** 3.5 hours.
- **Frequency:** To be agreed upon.
- **Includes:** A tour on a small bus, accompanying guide, access to the visited sites, hydration and snacks.
- **It does not include:** Expenses or services not specified.
- **Height:** Unrestricted.
- **Meeting Point:** Hotel Lobbies: Maryland, Isleño, Sunrise, Marazul, Sea Horse, Cocoplum, Isla Bonita (for other hotels, see the meeting points below).
- **Meeting point for passengers in Hotels other than those listed above:** Heladería Seven Colours, by the Miss Celia restaurant (between 09:00 and 09:30 a.m.).
- **Meeting Time:** As of 08:30 (exact time specified on the service order).
- **Important:** Restrictions apply depending on passengers’ capacity for mobility. For groups over 30 people, please contact us.
A spectacular ecological tour in a sailing vessel (catamaran), traveling along the edge of the mangroves that are a part of Old Point National Park. A specialized guide will show you the place's amazing diversity of wildlife and vegetation. There will also be time enough to enjoy the sea of seven colors.

Tour departure depends on these conditions:

- **Minimum:** 2 pax · **Maximum:** 16 pax
- **Frequency:** Every day. Restrictions due to weather conditions apply.
- **Duration:** approx. 2 hours.
- **Meeting Point:** Hotel Lobby (restrictions apply, and additional charges may be applied for hotels in zone 3).
- **Meeting Time:** To be agreed upon.
- **Includes:** ground transportation Hotel-Marina-Hotel, theoretical and practical teaching, an approximately 2-hour tour and accompanying guide.
- **It does not include:** Unspecified expenses or services.
- **Height:** No restriction.
- **Note:** Restrictions apply depending on passengers' capacity for mobility.
Enjoy the crystalline waters of San Andres aboard a catamaran or similar boat, while touring the Inner Bay of the island. Enjoying the sunset in the seven colors sea accompanied by rumba, Caribbean music and lots of fun and learning to dance reggae.

Tour departure depends on these conditions:

Minimum: 2 pax · Maximum: 50 pax
Frequency: Every day, depending on availability.
Duration: 2 hours approx.
Meeting Point: Marina according to the departure point of the boat.
Meeting Time: from 2:30 p.m. (Exact time specified in the voucher).
Includes: Two-hour tour, trip by the main bay.
It does not include: Ground transportation hotel - marina - hotel.
Age: Unrestricted.
Height: Unrestricted.
OUR CONTACT

SUGEY CARDENAS - GROUND HANDLING COORDINATOR
E-mail: cartagena.receptivosexplorer@decameron.com
Phone: (57) (5) 651 7323 Ext.35212
CelPhone: (57) 317 6469472 // 315 3035069
Fax: (57) 5 6550498

LECIDETH GONZALEZ C. - GROUND HANDLING AUX.
E-mail: aux2receptivos.explorerctg@decameron.com
Phone: (57) (5) 651 7323 Ext.35214
CelPhone: (57) 317 6469472

DECAMERON EXPLORER
THE ADVENTURE STARTS HERE
we are